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Abstract 
Three issues are investigated that may influence the accuracy of strength models for 
unidirectional composites. Firstly, most authors limit themselves to 25-100 single fibre 
tests to determine the Weibull distribution. This is insufficient to accurately determine 
this crucial input parameter, leading to significant errors in the predicted composite 
failure strains. Secondly, random, square and hexagonal fibre packings are shown to 
lead to a similar predicted failure strain and cluster development. This is the first strong 
indication that the type of fibre packing has little influence on modelling predictions. 
Finally, boundary fibres introduced at the model perimeter were shown to prevent 
preferential cluster formation near the model perimeter. This makes the models less 
sensitive to the number of fibres. Boundary fibres do not influence the early cluster 
development, but do increase the critical cluster size. The results provide guidelines for 
when such boundary fibres should be included. 
Keywords: A: Polymer-matrix composites (PMCs); B: Strength; C: Modelling; C: 
Stress concentrations; Unidirectional composites. 
1 Introduction 
Carbon fibre composites combine low density with high stiffness and strength, making 
them a suitable material for lightweight applications. Currently, composite structures 
are overdesigned due to a lack of reliable predictive models for their mechanical 
properties. The World Wide Failure Exercise attempted to predict failure of 
multidirectional composites under triaxial loading conditions [1]. These predictions are 
extremely challenging due to the inherent complexity of the problem as well as the 
difficult experimental validation [1,2]. 
Under uniaxial loading conditions, the longitudinal tensile failure and damage 
development of unidirectional (UD) composites are better understood in the composites 
community. Upon increasing the applied strain, more and more fibres start failing 
according to the Weibull distribution of their strength. Each broken fibre locally stops 
carrying load and sheds that load to nearby fibres. The matrix surrounding the fibre 
break is loaded in shear and transfers stress back onto the broken fibre. The shear stress 
transfer in the matrix also causes nearby fibres to experience stress concentrations over 
a certain length [3-9], increasing their failure probability. Eventually, these stress 
concentrations lead to the development of clusters of fibre breaks [10-14], which further 
intensify the stress concentrations. One of these clusters will reach a certain critical size, 
causing unstable propagation and hence final composite failure. Despite the relative 
simplicity of this failure process compared the World Wide Failure Exercise, issues 
arise at various points of modelling this failure process. The two main issues are (1) the 
Weibull distribution for fibre strength and (2) the stress distribution around fibre breaks. 
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The first issue is selecting an appropriate type of Weibull distribution. The standard 
Weibull probability distribution P  for fibre strength is: 
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m
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,       (1) 
with L  the characteristic gauge length, 0L  the reference gauge length, f  the fibre 
strength, 0  the scale parameter and m  the shape parameter or Weibull modulus [15]. 
The parameters 0  and m  are typically calculated from single fibre tests at gauge 
lengths 0L  between 10 and 50 mm. Most strength models, however, require the Weibull 
distribution at gauge lengths L  in the order of micrometers [16-18]. Several authors 
have mentioned that equation 1 leads to overestimations of fibre strength at short gauge 
lengths [19-21]. 
In the experimental determination of single fibre strengths the following difficulties 
have been reported. Thomason [22] mentions that a minimum strength is needed to 
extract a fibre from a yarn prior to testing single fibres. This exclusion of the weakest 
fibres results in a deviation from linearity at low strength in Weibull plots. Such 
deviations are common [22-24], although some authors were able to avoid them [25]. 
Thomason also illustrates that a low number of tests may falsely lead to the conclusion 
of more than one flaw population. The number of tests to extract Weibull parameters 
typically ranges between 20 and 50 [23,24], while only in a few studies sample sizes of 
100 or more were used [5,26]. Issues with the number of required tests were reported by 
Berger and Jeulin [27]. They proved that 30 tests are insufficient to accurately 
determine Weibull shape and scale parameters. Unfortunately, Berger and Jeulin did not 
determine the magnitude of variations this introduces in strength predictions. 
A second issue is the stress redistribution in the composite when fibres break. The 
simplest approximation is an undamaged, linear elastic matrix, linear elastic fibres and 
an intact fibre-matrix interface. This leads to infinite stress concentrations around the 
fibre breaks, but in reality they are released through three possible mechanisms or a 
combination thereof. Matrix shear yielding is typical in thermoplastic composites, but 
also locally occurs in thermoset versions. Fibre-matrix debonding is observed in 
composites with poor adhesion, while matrix cracks are typical in composites with good 
adhesion and a brittle matrix [28]. The mechanisms that occur can have a strong 
influence on the strength predictions, as shown extensively in literature [9,12,16,29-32]. 
Most strength models use either square [33,34] or hexagonal packings [35,36], while in 
reality fibres are randomly arranged [37]. Random fibre packings introduce variations in 
the stress concentrations [3,38,39], while they are deterministic for square and 
hexagonal packings. If an intact fibre almost touches a broken fibre, then the stress 
concentration is about twice as high as in hexagonal packings [3]. This is the case even 
though the overall fibre volume fraction is the same. Moreover, the stress recovery 
length in broken fibres in random packings is known to be shorter [3]. Since both 
effects counteract each other, the influence of packing type on the composite strength 
remains difficult to predict. 
This paper investigates three possible issues in strength models for UD composites: 
Weibull distribution, fibre packing and boundary effects. These three issues have 
sometimes been taken for granted in literature, without a proper assessment of their 
influence on model predictions. 
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2 Model description 
2.1 General approach 
The model has already been extensively described in [32,40], so only the main points 
are highlighted here. Fig. 1 presents the general approach of the strength model in a 
flow chart. The model starts off by creating a representative volume element (RVE) 
based on the input parameters described in “2.2 Input parameters”. This RVE is 
sufficiently large to be representative for larger structures. It consists of a bundle of 
parallel fibres, which are split up into fibre elements. A Weibull strength is applied to 
each of these fibre elements prior to each simulation. The global strain   is then 
gradually incremented. Next, the element stress i  is calculated as i f iE SCF    , 
where fE  is the fibre tensile modulus and iSCF  is the stress concentration factor 
applied to that element. The calculation of this iSCF  will be explained later. The strain 
incrementing and updating of element stresses is repeated until the first element fails. 
 
Figure 1: Flow chart of the strength model. The dashed rectangles indicate inputs and outputs. 
When new fibre elements do fail, the composite failure criterion is checked. This is 
based on 10% of all the fibres in the RVE being broken within any axial segment with a 
length of 10 fibre radiuses. This somewhat arbitrary criterion was chosen as its 
satisfaction always coincided with an unstable propagation of fibre breaks. If the failure 
criterion is not satisfied, then clusters of fibre breaks are detected. Two fibre breaks are 
part of the same break-cluster if: (1) the surface-to-surface distance between the fibres is 
smaller than 2 fibre radiuses, and (2) the axial distance is less than 10 fibre radiuses. 
This definition corresponds to regions with significant SCFs, meaning that fibre breaks 
further away are primarily caused by random strength variations instead of stress 
concentrations. Clusters are referred to as “i-plets”, where “i” is the number of fibre 
breaks in the cluster. The critical cluster size is defined as the number of fibres in the 
largest cluster in the last strain increment prior to final failure. 
The SCFs are then updated by first assuming that the fibre breaks do not interact with 
each other. The stress redistributions were obtained from finite element (FE) solutions 
around a single fibre break surrounded by a matrix crack. This procedure has been 
described in [3,39], but was modified in one aspect. A matrix crack was added around 
the single broken fibre, as a way to release the infinite stress concentrations at the 
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perimeter of the fibre breaks. The matrix crack was stopped by the surrounding fibres, 
but its exact size and shape does not significantly influence the stress redistribution[32]. 
The SCFs are then adapted to account for possible interactions between fibre breaks by 
using the enhanced superposition principle [32]. This principle is based on linear 
superposition of the single fibre break solutions and has been previously described in 
Swolfs et al. [32]. It was found to be accurate in the presence of matrix cracks, as is the 
case here. This was true for co-planar clusters up to 5-plets, but this validation was not 
attempted for even larger clusters. 
After applying the SCFs, the element stresses are updated again. The procedure in Fig. 1 
is repeated until the failure criterion is satisfied. The model is then stopped and the 
output data are extracted. The composite stress is derived from the average fibre and 
matrix stresses. The average fibre stress is calculated by averaging stresses over all 
elements. The average matrix stress is calculated as the global strain multiplied by the 
matrix modulus. 
A total of 50 strength simulations were performed for each configuration. Figures 3, 6-9 
present the average value of these simulations as well as the standard deviation. 
2.2 Input parameters 
The RVE of unidirectional fibres has a cylindrical shape with a 10 mm length. The RVE 
cross-section consists of 2000 fibres in a random fibre packing with a 50% fibre volume 
fraction. Each fibre is split up into 2857 elements, corresponding to a 3.5 µm element 
length, which is also the carbon fibre radius. Tensile moduli of carbon fibre and epoxy 
matrix are 230 GPa and 3 GPa, respectively. While other engineering constants of fibre 
and matrix affect the FE solution for stress re-distribution around a fibre break [3,39], 
the strength model only considers axial fibre stresses. All materials are assumed to be 
linear elastic to simplify the analysis. Including non-linear behaviour would change the 
reported values, but would not change their interpretation. 
The Weibull distribution is described in equation 1. The purpose here is to illustrate 
possible issues in strength models and not to compare model predictions to 
experimental data. Therefore, a Weibull distribution is chosen with a realistic Weibull 
modulus, and which leads to a reasonable failure strain prediction. The chosen 
parameters are 0 3500MPa  , 6m  , and 0 10L mm . 
Since broken fibres near the model perimeter have fewer nearest neighbours, the SCFs 
on those neighbours are higher. This increases the probability for developing break-
clusters at the model perimeter. To mitigate this issue, a ring of boundary fibres is added 
along the model perimeter. This ring is about 2 fibres thick, leading to about 270 
boundary fibres in addition to the other 2000 fibres. These boundary fibres will be used 
throughout this study. They can carry SCFs, but cannot break and are not included in 
calculations of the composite stress. Their influence on the model predictions will be 
analysed in “3.3 Boundary effects”.  
3 Results and discussion 
3.1 Weibull distribution 
To exactly measure the Weibull distribution, an infinite number of single fibre tests is 
required. Nevertheless, most authors limit the number of tests to between 25 and 100 
due to the cumbersome sample preparation and testing. This small number of tests 
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introduces statistical errors, and may have a large influence on the predicted failure 
strains. 
To analyse this influence, the default data set with 0 3500MPa   and 6m   is 
considered to be the real data set. Single fibre tests are simulated by randomly 
generating strength values from the real data set at a 10 mm gauge length. This is 
performed for 10 sets of 25, 100, 400 and 1600 fibres. For each of these 40 data sets, the 
maximum likelihood approach is used to calculate the Weibull distribution. The 
resulting Weibull parameters are then used as input parameters in the strength model. 
The extrapolation of a 10 mm gauge length to a 0.0035 mm element length is assumed 
to be accurate, even though the accuracy of this extrapolation is still being debated in 
literature [19-21]. 
Testing only 25 fibres can lead to large errors in the Weibull parameters (see Fig. 2). 
Even for 400 tested fibres, the estimated Weibull parameters can still significantly 
deviate. The errors are especially large for the Weibull modulus m . This parameter is 
difficult to determine accurately, as it is a power law exponent in the Weibull equation. 
For 1600 tested fibres, the estimated Weibull parameters are reasonably accurate. 
 
Figure 2: Summary of all Weibull parameters for 25, 100, 400 and 1600 fibres tested. The number 
labels for “25 fibres tested” are added to facilitate comparison with Figure 3. 
These 40 data sets are used as input in the strength model to calculate composite failure 
strain. Fig. 3 compares the predicted failure strains for these data sets to the predicted 
failure strain for the real data set. For 25 fibres tested, the predicted failure strains range 
between 1.70% and 2.19%. This is a variation of about 25% in failure strain. One way 
to reduce this scatter is to test more fibres. With 100 tested fibres, the predicted failure 
strain ranges between 1.83% and 2.09%, or a total variation of 13%. This total variation 
reduces to 12% for 400 tested fibres and 3% for 1600 tested fibres.  
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Figure 3: Predicted failure strains for 25, 100, 400 and 1600 fibres tested. The dashed line indicates 
the predicted failure strain for the real data set.  
These results limit the predictive capabilities of strength models for three reasons. 
Firstly, most authors limit themselves to testing 25-100 fibres, while Fig. 3 illustrates 
this leads to significant errors in the failure strain predictions. Secondly, the approach 
used here only takes into account statistical errors. This assumes fibre strength can be 
measured accurately. Experimental difficulties in single fibre tests introduce even larger 
errors in the Weibull distribution and hence in the predicted failure strains. Thirdly, 
experimental errors may be skewed towards one side. Clamping effects in single fibre 
testing are known to be more severe for strong fibres [41], while weak fibres may break 
during sample preparation [22]. 
Instead of testing all fibres at the same gauge length, it is also possible to test them at 
two or more gauge lengths. It is often believed that this results in more reliable 
estimates of the Weibull parameters. Therefore, it is worthwhile to investigate whether 
the accuracy of our estimates for 0  and m  depends on the gauge length. We therefore 
simulated 100 single fibre tests at a gauge length of 10 mm and determined the 0  and 
m -value for this set of tests. We repeated this 5 million times, yielding 5 million 
estimates for 0  and m . The same exercise was performed for gauge lengths of 25 mm 
and 100 mm. To compare the outcomes, the 0 -values for gauge lengths of 25 mm and 
100 mm were rescaled to 10 mm using equation 1. This rescaling used the Weibull 
modulus that was estimated based on the simulated 100 tests, as the real Weibull 
modulus will not be known in practice. The 0  results after rescaling with the estimated 
Weibull moduli reveal a larger spread for a gauge length of 100 mm (see Fig. 4a). The 
probability density function for the Weibull modulus however remains the same for all 
tested gauge lengths. This means that the strength scatter is independent of the tested 
gauge length. This is inherent to the Weibull distribution, as the parameter m  in 
equation 1 is independent of L . 
The question arises why testing at a gauge length of 100 mm would be less accurate. 
The answer is revealed when the extrapolation of 0  is performed using the real instead 
of the Weibull modulus that was estimated based on the 100 simulated tests. Although 
not shown here, the probability density functions for 0  would all coincide. This means 
that the higher 0  scatter for a gauge length of 100 mm is solely due to the scatter on 
the estimated Weibull modulus (see Fig. 4b) that is used to extrapolate to 0 10L mm . 
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This has two crucial implications. Firstly, it implies that the gauge length of a single 
fibre test does not influence the accuracy of the estimates for 0  and m . Instead, the 
best solution is to test the fibres at the gauge length at which the Weibull distribution is 
required.  Secondly, it also implies that testing at multiple gauge lengths is less accurate 
from a statistical point of view, as this always implies extrapolations of a part of the 
results. 
 
Figure 4: Measuring the Weibull parameters is more accurate if performed at the reference gauge 
length: (a) Weibull scale parameter σ0 and (b) Weibull modulus m. The reference gauge length L0 
was assumed to be 10 mm and extrapolations of σ0 down to this length were performed using the 
estimated Weibull modulus. 
The results illustrate the importance of testing a sufficient number of fibres to determine 
the Weibull distribution. Results will converge to the real value, but this may require a 
number of tests that is unfeasible from a practical point of view. The development of 
improved testing methodologies is highly recommended to allow more data collection 
in a shorter time period. Measuring the Weibull distribution at gauge lengths below 10 
mm may be even more difficult due to additional experimental errors. Unfortunately, it 
is exactly these gauge lengths that are relevant for most strength models. Extrapolation 
down to small gauge lengths causes an even larger uncertainty if the Weibull modulus is 
not known accurately. Unfortunately, it is especially the determination of the Weibull 
modulus that is troublesome (see Fig. 2). Furthermore, such short fibres may not behave 
according to a Weibull distribution anymore [8]. 
3.2 Fibre packings 
Square and hexagonal fibre packings are commonly used, as their regular structure 
simplifies many existing strength models. Regular packings are clearly an assumption, 
as fibres are randomly packed in reality. Fig. 5 illustrates the influence of the packing 
on the stress redistribution in a broken fibre and intact surrounding fibres.  
Fig. 5a displays some small differences for the ineffective length. The stress in the 
broken fibre is recovered slightly faster for random fibre packings, but regular packings 
lie within the standard deviations. Random fibre packings allow fibres to be closer to 
the broken fibres. This increases the local average shear stiffness of the material close to 
the broken fibre, leading to a slightly faster stress recovery [3]. 
Fig. 5b demonstrates the crucial difference between regular and random fibre packings. 
While any relative distance from the broken fibre is possible for random packings, 
regular packings only have data points at certain distances. Fibres in random packings 
can be much closer to the broken fibre, which can lead to SCFs almost twice as high as 
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in regular packings. Data points for regular packings coincide reasonably well with the 
trend line for random packings. 
 Figure 5: Stress redistributions for random, square and hexagonal packings: (a) piecewise linear 
interpolation of the stress recovery in the broken fibre with indication of the standard deviation for 
random fibre packings, and (b) stress concentration factors in the intact fibres. For the maximum 
SCF, the results of 5 simulations are shown with different light grey markers. The logarithmic 
trend line is entered into the strength model for random packings. 
The stress redistributions were entered into the strength model and 50 simulations were 
performed for each packing type. Fig. 6 summarises the results for predicted failure 
strain. All observed differences are statistically significant, but are small nonetheless. 
The largest strain difference is only 0.06%, which is smaller than the scatter caused by 
errors in the Weibull distribution. 
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Figure 6: Predicted composites failure strains for models with the three packing types. 
Fig. 7 proves that all packings show a similar cluster development up to a certain strain. 
Near final failure, however, the largest cluster is significantly larger for square 
packings. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 indicate that the packing type has a minor influence on the 
failure strain and development. The fundamental reason can be found in Fig. 5b. The 
highest SCFs in random fibre packings are more than twice as high as in hexagonal 
packings. This does not mean that all SCFs are twice as high. Consider the 6 nearest 
neighbour fibres, which are all at the same distance for hexagonal packings, but at 
varying distances for random packings. In a specific random packing, for example the 
data points with a “+” marker in Fig. 5b, 3 fibres are close to the broken fibre and will 
carry a larger SCF than in hexagonal packings. The other fibres, however, will carry a 
smaller SCF than in hexagonal packings. These two aspects roughly cancel out each 
other, leading to a similar failure development and failure strain for all packing types. 
Similar trends were observed for a Weibull modulus of 8. 
 
Figure 7: Cluster evolution for the three fibre packings: (a) 1-plet, 2-plet and 3-plet evolution, and 
(b) largest cluster evolution.  
This is the first confirmation that square and hexagonal packings are accurate 
assumptions for modelling the 0° tensile strength of UD composites. This conclusion is 
valid within the modelling assumptions presented earlier, but needs to be verified when 
other effects are taken into account. Including matrix plasticity or fibre-matrix 
debonding might lead to differences between predictions for different fibre packings. 
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Random fibre packings can still be required in two cases: (1) for off-axis loading cases, 
and (2) in hybrid composites. The importance of random packings in off-axis loading 
has already been proven in literature [42]. In hybrid composites, the two fibre types 
often have different radiuses. Firstly, this difference would limit the maximum fibre 
volume fraction in regular, hybrid packings. Secondly, the dispersion of both fibre types 
would not be completely random, as their fibre centres would have fixed locations. This 
degree of dispersion is crucial in hybrid composites. 
3.3 Boundary effects 
The number of fibres in strength models is typically in the order of 1000 fibres. Typical 
tensile samples do not only contain more than a million fibres, but they are also longer 
than typical lengths used in strength models. Due to the stochastic variability of fibre 
strength, composite strength depends on the size of the tested samples [33,43]. 
Modelling results hence need to be interpreted with care. Apart from these size scaling 
effects, boundary effects can also be important in small RVEs. If a fibre breaks near the 
model perimeter, then that fibre will have fewer neighbouring fibres. Those 
neighbouring fibres will carry a larger SCF than if the break would occur in the centre 
of the model. This increases the probability for cluster formation near the perimeter. 
Three approaches exist to deal with this problem. The first approach uses periodic 
boundary conditions at the edge of a model, typically applied to square RVEs [31,44]. A 
fibre break on one edge of the model would cause SCFs in fibres on the opposite edge. 
Implementing these boundary conditions in the presented model is challenging due to 
the random fibre packings, but not impossible. The second approach, which was used in 
this study, is more straightforward to implement in random fibre packings. In this 
approach, boundary fibres are added so that they can carry SCFs but are not allowed to 
break. Another approach is to neglect this issue altogether. While this may seem crude 
at first, this preferential cluster formation at the perimeter also occurs in real tests. In 
real tests however, the number of fibres is much larger than in models, thereby reducing 
the importance of fibres at the perimeter.  
The role of boundary effects can be analysed by comparing models with and without 
unbreakable boundary fibres for different numbers of breakable fibres. For models with 
boundary fibres, a ring of boundary fibres is added that is about 2 fibres thick. The 
number of breakable fibres is the same as in the models without boundary fibres. This is 
necessary to avoid size scaling effects when comparing models with and without 
boundary fibres. Models with 250 breakable fibres contain 90 boundary fibres, while 
this number increases to 540 boundary fibres for models with 10000 breakable fibres. 
The relative number of boundary fibres hence decreases with increased model size.  
Fig. 8 presents the predicted composite failure strains with and without boundary fibres. 
The failure strain of models with boundary fibres decreases with increased number of 
breakable fibres. This size scaling effect has been extensively described in literature 
[33,43,45]. Interestingly, such an effect is not observed in models without boundary 
fibres. In that case, cluster formation occurs preferentially near the perimeter and this 
become less likely for larger composites. This reduced probability will tend to increase 
the failure strain, and hence cancels out the size scaling effect. For small bundles, the 
boundary effect dominates the size scaling effect. Both model types converge with an 
increased number of breakable fibres. This convergence is expected, as the importance 
of the perimeter decreases with increased number of breakable fibres. 
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Figure 8: Predicted failure strain with and without boundary fibres as a function of the number of 
breakable fibres. All models are 10 mm long. 
To further understand the origin of the difference in failure strain, the cluster 
development is analysed. The development of 1,2 and 3-plets was not affected by the 
boundary fibres, except near final failure (see Fig. 9a). The same conclusion was 
confirmed for larger clusters and models with a different number of breakable fibres.  
The presence of boundary fibres does create larger critical cluster sizes (see Fig. 9b). 
Careful analysis of the locations of these critical clusters leads to a crucial difference 
between models with and without boundary fibres. Fig. 10 illustrates this difference by 
plotting a 2D view of all fibre breaks in the last strain increment before final failure. 
The colour of each fibre indicates the largest cluster along its length, thus providing a 
projection of the largest clusters in a 2D view. In models without boundary fibres, the 
critical cluster occurs near the model perimeter. In models with boundary fibres, 
however, the critical cluster occurs at random locations in the model. It is hypothesised 
that a smaller cluster is sufficient to cause unstable propagation in the absence of 
boundary fibres. This attributed to the fact that these clusters can develop near the 
perimeter, where they have fewer neighbours and hence higher SCFs. These higher 
SCFs will more rapidly lead to unstable propagation. 
 
Figure 9: Failure development in models with and without boundary fibres: (a) the development of 
1-plets, 2-plets and 3-plets for a model with 2000 breakable fibres, and (b) the critical cluster size as 
a function of the number of breakable fibres. 
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Fig. 9b also shows an increase in the critical cluster size with increased number of 
breakable fibres in the model. This increase is obvious for models without boundary 
fibres, but is less pronounced for models with boundary fibres. This agrees with the 
analytical equation for critical cluster size derived by Ibnabdeljalil and Curtin [44]. This 
equation was derived using periodic conditions at the perimeter, which is similar to 
models with boundary fibres. Their equation only depends on the Weibull modulus, and 
not on the number of fibres.  
 
Figure 10: 2D view of the cluster development in models with 2000 breakable fibres: (a) without 
boundary fibres, and (b) with boundary fibres. Hollow black circles indicate that there are no fibre 
breaks along the length of the fibre, while hollow green circles represent the boundary fibres. The 
size of the largest cluster along the fibre is indicated by filling the circle with the corresponding 
color. The critical cluster is indicated by the large orange circle. 
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The critical cluster size for both model types should converge for large number of 
fibres. Fig. 9b indicates a slow convergence, which is not yet reached for 10000 fibres.  
It is difficult to decide whether boundary fibres should be included in strength models. 
The answer depends on the aim of the model. Without boundary fibres, the model 
corresponds to the experimental situation if the number of fibres is similar. If it is not 
computationally feasible to model the large number of fibres in the real samples, then 
boundary fibres make the model more representative of larger sample sizes.  
4 Conclusion 
Three potential issues in strength models for UD composites were assessed, leading to 
the following conclusions: 
1. Determining a Weibull distribution based on 25-100 single fibre tests is 
insufficient to accurately predict the composite failure strain. Since single fibre 
tests are highly time-consuming, alternative methods to accurately determine 
Weibull distributions may need to be developed. Ideally, these methods would 
measure directly at the small gauge lengths that are relevant for strength models. 
2. Even though stress redistributions after a fibre break are different in composites 
with random, square and hexagonal fibre packings, the differences in the 
predicted composite failure strain are negligible. This is the first confirmation 
that random and regular fibre packings have a similar failure strain and cluster 
development in a composite up to the final stage of its failure. 
3. Boundary effects do not have a significant influence on the cluster development, 
except for near final failure. Boundary fibres can make the model more 
representative of larger samples, and may hence reduce simulation time. 
 
Future developments in strength models for UD composites should focus on improved 
methods to determine Weibull distributions. X-ray computed tomography or single fibre 
fragmentation tests may be useful techniques to gather many data points in a short time. 
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